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 This work presents investigation of passive filter performance on three-phase 

inverter with 180° conduction mode. The simulation model of the inverter is 

developed by using MATLAB/Simulink. The power circuit used Insulated 

Gate Bipolar Transistor (IGBT) as switching device. The inverter is 

controlled by using bipolar Sinusoidal Pulse Width Modulation (SPWM) 

technique. The IGBT was set to 25 kHz for switching frequency (fs). Three 

types of passive filters which are LC, RC and PI filters are used to investigate 

the ability to remove the unwanted signal that occurred on the inverter. The 

result is analyzed based on the performances of output filter in term of Total 

Harmonic Distortion in voltage (THDv), current (THDi), shape of output 

voltage and current. The THD must be less than 5% at rated inverter output 

voltage or current by referring to IEC 61727 Standard. The passive filter is 

modeled in MATLAB/Simulink environment to study the characteristics and 

performance of the filters. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

The purpose of an inverter is to convert DC input voltage to asymmetric AC output voltage of the 

correct magnitude and frequency [1]. Alternating current (AC) contain distortion such as noise and unwanted 

signal. Harmonic current or voltage are the parameters to measure the dimensions of such interferences. The 

converter generates harmonics at AC side while for the DC side, the ripple will be generated which can make 

an unsuitable magnitude for the source or for the load [2-4]. To reduce the harmonics or ripple to an 

acceptable and suitable level, filters consisting mainly of inductors and capacitors are used. For power 

electronic converters, there is a demand for high efficiency and therefore filters must also be highly effective. 

This paper discuss the development of the passive filters on three-phase inverter 180° conduction 

mode bipolar SPWM by using MATLAB/Simulink. IGBT’s are used as the power switching device for the 

three-phase inverter. SPWM is utilized to the synthesized output voltage and a bipolar method isy used as the 

switching control technique of the inverter. The switching frequency (fs) of the inverter is 25 kHz. There are 

three types of passive filter used in the design which is LC, RC, and PI (capacitor-input) filter. The passive 

filters are designed to ensure and secure the power system by limiting the harmonic current to enter the 

power system by providing a minimal impedance path [5]. The recommended design of the passive filter is to 

identify the value of Total Harmonic Distortion (THD) focused on output voltage or current of the inverter. 

The THD result must be less than 5% at rated inverter output voltage or current to get the efficient inverter 

performance by referring to IEC 61727 Standard [6]. 
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2. HARMONIC FILTER 

The harmonic filter consists the combination of series and parallel resistance, inductance and also 

capacitive to reject the harmonics distortion. Passive, active and hybrid harmonic filters are the basic variety 

of harmonic filters. However, the most common filter that being used today are the passive and active filter. 

Each of the filters has their own characteristics and specifications. The function of passive filter is to modify 

or reject the unwanted signal that occurs in the system which can disturb the operation of electrical device 

output. In the proposed inverter circuit, the harmonic filter is passive type and its advantages over the active 

filter is illustrated in Table 1. 

 

 

Table 1. The Advantage of Passive Filters over Active Filters 
Passive Filters Active Filters 

Less costly as it made only from passive elements Expensive as it made of the analog electronic filter, distinguished by 
the use of one or more active components 

Can be used for small loads as well Can be used for large loads 

No power consumption Do consume energy to operate 

 

 

The investigation of three-phase inverter output behavior with LC, RC and PI (capacitor-input) filter 

is implemented to enhance the performance of three-phase inverter and minimize the possible losses and 

distortion caused by switching losses and harmonic in order to achieve better power quality. 

 

2.1.  LC filter 

LC filter is the arrangement of the inductor, L, and a capacitor, C in the electric circuit. This type of 

filter also known as the resonant circuit or tuned circuit. The connection of this element with the load is in 

series for the inductor, L while capacitor, C is in shunt condition as shown in Figure 3. The LC filter circuit is 

very useful in signal processing and communication system. LC filtration system is a great model because it 

assumes there is absolutely no dissipation of energy due to resistance. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Three-phase inverter 180° conduction mode with LC filter 

 

 

2.2.  RC filter 

RC filter is the electric circuit that contains resistor, R and a capacitor, C driven by a voltage or 

current source. The straightforward RC circuit is a resistor, R and a capacitor, C are connected in parallel as 

presented in Figure 4. The capacitor will discharge its stored energy through the resistor when the circuit only 

contains a charged capacitor and a resistor. 
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2.3.  PI filter 

The PI filter is a combination of a shunt capacitor at the input side, and it is followed by an L-

section. The design arrangement of all the components similar to the shape of Greek letter PI (π) as shown in 

Figure 5. Thus, it is called PI filter. Besides, it is also defined as a capacitor-input filter when the connection 

of the capacitor is at the input side. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Three-phase inverter 180° conduction mode with RC filter 

 

 

 
 

Figure 5. Three-phase inverter 180° conduction mode with PI (capacitor-input) filter 
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The mathematical equation to determine the value of inductor (L), a capacitor (C) and resistor (R) 

are shown in equation (1) to (3): 

 

 

 

(1) 

Where Uinv = VDC supply = 311V, ILmax = 10A 

 

 

 

(2) 

 

 

 

(3) 

 

 

3. SIMULATION RESULTS 

In Figure 6 to Figure 8, the output voltage and current appear in the quasi-wave form for the inverter 

with quasi-wave switching technique. Harmonics of quasi-wave output voltage only consists of odd harmonic 

components due to odd and quarter-wave symmetrical characteristic. The disadvantages of quasi-wave 

switching technique, the quality of the output waveform is poor compared to unipolar and bipolar SPWM 

switching technique. Figure 6 shown the instantaneous line voltage for Vab, Vbc, and Vca, while for the phase 

voltage, Van, Vbn, and Vcn, is shown in Figure 7. 

As presented in Figure 9 to Figure 11, the Total Harmonic Distortion (THD) percentage are 

measured from the output voltage and current for inverter circuit without filter. At this time, the quasi-wave 

produces highest THD compare to Sinusoidal Pulse Width Modulation (SPWM). The value of THD result for 

both output voltage is 31.45% (line voltage) and 31.26% (phase voltage). For the output current, the THD 

value is 31.26%. These figures also show the amplitude of harmonic components are lower than the square-

wave output waveform and there is no triple harmonic components occurs during this stage. Therefore, to 

increase the efficiency of the inverter, these THD values must be reduced by adding/designing the passive 

filters. 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 6. Line voltage (line-to-line) in 180° conduction mode 
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Figure 7. Phase voltage (line-to-neutral) in 180° conduction mode 

 

 

 
 

Figure 8. Output current in 180° conduction mode 
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Figure 9. Total harmonic distortion (THD) at line voltage (line-to-line) 

for the quasi-wave without a passive filter 

 
 

Figure 10. Total harmonic distortion (THD) at phase voltage (line-to-neutral) 

for the quasi-wave without a passive filter 

 

 

 
 

Figure 11. Total harmonic distortion (THD) at output current 

for the quasi-wave without a passive filter 

 

 

Figure 12 shows the waveform and gating signals of three-phase inverter with bipolar SPWM 

technique in MATLAB/Simulink. The switching frequency (fs) used is 25kHz.  It can be observed from the 

figure, the upper three power switching device is a switch at the same time, which is different from the 

unipolar PWM where the devices are switched for a certain time only. For the Figure 13 and Figure 14, it 

show the output phase voltage, Van and line voltage, Vab without filter for bipolar SPWM technique. 

With the same parameter, the THD percentage is measured from the inverter with bipolar SPWM 

technique and LC filter circuit by using Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). The function of LC filter is to supplies 

reactive power to the system while being highly effective in eliminating harmonic components. The inductor, 

L, and a capacitor, C is a passive two-terminal electrical component that limits the charging or discharging 

current by stores electrical energy when the current flow through it. The THD value of the output voltage is 

0.71% (line voltage) and 0.66% (phase voltage) which is similar to THD of output current.  

Figure 15 to Figure 17 show the inverter output voltage and current with parameter shown in Table 

3. All the figures show the sinusoidal waveform of the output inverter. These outputs are in the alternating 

waveform which is proved that three-phase inverter with LC filter is successfully operated by converting the 

DC input waveform into AC output waveform. The inverter output waveform is free from any harmonic 

distortion that can cause the voltage ripple on the waveform. For RC filter, Table 4 shown the parameter of 

the circuit. 
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Figure 12. Bipolar SPWM modulation scheme on MATLAB/simulin 

 

 

 
 

Figure 13. Bipolar SPWM phase voltage 

 

 

 
 

Figure 14. Bipolar SPWM line voltage 

 

 

Table 3. Inverter Circuit Parameter with LC Filter 
Parameters Values 

DC Voltage source 311V 

Switching frequency (fs) 25kHz 

Resistor (Load) 1kΩ 
Inductor, L 297mH 

Capacitor, C 13.65µF 

 

 

Based on Figure 4, the inductor component is changed to the resistor component. The value of 

resistor was set as shown in Table 4. The THD value for line voltage, phase voltage, and the output current is 

same which is 1.84%. Even though the THD value is higher than LC filter, but it can also be considered as an 
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efficient filter due to THD is less than 5% of the rated inverter output voltage and current. In Figure 19 to 

Figure 21, the output voltage and current inverter are smooth AC waveform which is proved that three-phase 

inverter with RC filter is also successfully operated by converting the DC input waveform into AC output 

waveform. The third filter is PI (capacitor-input) filter. Table 5 shown the parameter of PI (capacitor-input) 

passive filter. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 15. Line voltage (line-to-line) waveform of bipolar SPWM three-phase inverter with LC filter 

 

 

 
 

Figure 16. Phase voltage (line-to-neutral) waveform of bipolar SPWM three-phase inverter with LC filter 
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Figure 17. Output current waveform of bipolar SPWM three-phase inverter with LC filter 

 

 

 
 

Figure 18. FFT analysis of output current inverter SPWM with LC filter when L=297mH and C=13.65µF 

 

 

Table 4. Inverter Circuit Parameter with RC Filter 
Parameters Values 

DC voltage source 311V 

Switching frequency (fs) 25kHz 

Resistor (Load) 1kΩ 
Resistor, R 466.39kΩ 

Capacitor, C 13.65µF 

 

 

 
 

Figure 19. Line voltage (line-to-line) waveform of bipolar SPWM three-phase inverter with RC filter 
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Figure 20. Phase voltage (line-to-neutral) waveform of bipolar SPWM three-phase inverter with RC filter 

 

 

 
 

Figure 21. Output current waveform of bipolar SPWM three-phase inverter with RC filter 

 

 

 
 

Figure 22. FFT analysis of output current inverter SPWM with RC filter when R=466.39kΩ and C=13.65µF 

 

 

Table 5. Inverter Circuit Parameter with PI Filter 
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Parameters Values 

DC Voltage source 311V 

Switching frequency (fs) 25kHz 

Resistor (Load) 1kΩ 
Inductor, L 297mH 

Capacitor, C1  13.65µF 

Capacitor, C2 13.65µF 

 

 

Based on Figure 5, the circuit of PI (capacitor-input) filter may have two quantity number of 

capacitor component which is labeled as C1 and C2. For this type of passive filter, the THD value is 0.73% 

for line voltage and 0.67% for phase voltage and for output current. From these figure, the DC component 

value of line voltage for LC filter is 0.2190 and for PI (capacitor-input) filter is 0.2066. Based on the 

observation, it can be concluded that PI (capacitor-input) filter is very efficient filter because the value of DC 

component is lower than LC filter and it is close to zero value. This can be concluded that PI filter is the best 

and efficient filter performance compared to LC and RC filter. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 23. Line voltage (line-to-line) waveform of bipolar SPWM three-phase inverter with PI (capacitor-

input) filter 

 

 

 
 

Figure 24. Phase VOLTAGe (line-to-neutral) waveform of bipolar SPWM three-phase inverter with PI 

(capacitor-input) filter 
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Figure 25. Output current waveform of bipolar SPWM three-phase inverter with PI (capacitor-input) filter 

 

 

 
 

Figure 26. FFT analysis of output current inverter SPWM with PI (capacitor-input) filter 

when L=297mH and C1= C2=13.65µF 

 

 

From the observation, THD values for LC filter and PI (capacitor-input) filter are almost the same. 

Refer to Figure 27,  the differences value of THD at a line voltage between these two type of passive filter is 

0.02%, while for the phase voltage, it just only 0.01%. Meanwhile, the differences value of THD at the 

output current is just only 0.01% as shown in Figure 29. From Figure 29 and Figure 30, the DC component 

value from FFT analysis is analyzed between LC and PI filter to determine the most efficient filter 

performance. 

 

 

  
  

Figure 27. Bar chart of THDv Vs output voltage Figure 28. Bar chart of THDi Vs output current 
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Figure 29. FFT analysis for DC component value for 

line voltage at LC filter 

Figure 30. FFT analysis for DC component value for 

line voltage at PI (capacitor-input) filter 

 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

Investigation on filter performance at three-phase-inverter with 180° conduction mode with quasi 

and bipolar SPWM technique is presented. From this investigation, it showed that all the passive filter 

designed which are LC, RC, and PI (capacitor-input) filter can be operated efficiently in a system with THD 

measurement less than 5% of the rated output. Finally, it can be concluded that the best filter among three 

types of passive filter is PI (capacitor-input) filter. PI filter consists of two quantity of capacitance which is 

C1 and C2 that provided the reactive power compensation to improve the power factor. The system can be 

improved with switching frequency higher than 25 kHz and also can be tested with different type of load. 
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